ASM’s state-of-the-art Education Labs couldn’t exist without generous lab donations

ASM would like to take the opportunity to thank our current industry partners for their kindness in helping to outfit our labs with state-of-the-art equipment. It is this continued support that helps to advance the materials science industry as well as the people working within it.

Thank you to:

- **Allied High Tech Products** – Two METPREP 3 grinder polishers and an AD-5 dispenser, a TEDHICUT 5 precision abrasive cutoff, and a VACUPREP for cold mounting.
- **Buehler Ltd.** – Two XPS mounting presses, an ISOMET 4000 precision cutoff, and consumables for use during classes.
- **INSTRON** – 5585H universal tester with a computer, Bluehill Software, and accessories.
- **IMR-KHA Portland** – Dozens of tensile and impact samples free of charge for students to break.
- **LECO Corporation** – Two GPX grinder polishers and an MSX255M2 abrasive cutoff.
- **Leica** – A DVM1000 digital microscope.

And $6 million worth of lab renovations featuring:

- Furnaces from **Blue M**.
- An induction unit from **Tocco**.
- A vacuum furnace from **Solar Atmospheres**.
- Microscopes and analysis software from **Buehler**, **Leco** and **Zeiss**.
- A mechanical testing lab outfitted with equipment from companies such as **United**, **Wilson** and **Newage**.
- Additional equipment from **Buehler**, **Leco**, **Leica**, **Nikon**, **Olympus** and **Struers**.

**Become a partner and increase your sales.**

Donating equipment is a great way for ASM education class attendees to gain exposure and hands-on access to your equipment. This opportunity to work on and become familiar with your equipment is a great way to provide you with future customers.

**FOR MORE INFORMATION ON DONATING:**

Contact John Peppler
Education Lab Manager
440.338.5151 x5575 or john.peppler@asminternational.org.